LESSON PLANS
8:20-10:20

Objective

additing two-digit numbers with
regrouping, using pennies and
dime (part 1)

Activity

modeled words, words with
endings, mixed words

CC: vocab notebook review

cup of 20 pennies, cup of 20
dimes

stories: Maria and Bertha Make
Up a New Plan

Objective
Activity

objected, half-aware, make
sense, in a fog, faint
Story: Inside a Hot Van skill:
compare

Assign

Objective
Activity

permitted, cottonwood, unfair,
weak
stories: The Chief Listen to
Bertha skill: compare

3:00-3:30
Language/Dolezal

lesson 61
spelling: final e words: cake, dive,
rope We saw these goats eat
Why we measure weather
weeds. Vocab and spelling
review

NE SS# 77
The job required a consultant.
Modeled words, words with
endings, mixed words

p. 245-247

Spelling: like, rude, nice We saw
these goats eat weeds. Vocab
website
and spelling review
CC: faded: disappeared slowly,
summarize narrative text, make worksheet
predictions

62
additing two-digit numbers with
regrouping, using pennies and
dime (part 2)

language lessons

Library 12:00-12:30 MW

begin penguin writing

Music 12:35-1:05 PE 1:05-1:30

informational writing

Mr. Bellar 1:30-2:00

Pebble Go

language lessons

continue penguin activities

language lessons

writing

language lessons

writing

language lessons

writing

cup of 20 pennies, cup of 20
dimes

63
test: quickest, partly, friends,
coins, helpful, taller, thick, shoes, fun facts p. 248
happy, loudly

using the addition algorithm part
1

CC: silence confirm predictions

cup of 20 pennies, cup of 20
dimes

NE SS# 78
Objective

64

sentence 18, 19, 20

patterns: ea, We saw these goats
weather patterns p. 249
eat weeds. Spelling review

Activity

Thursday

10:50-11:15
1:45-2:45
Math

sentence 16 She survived until
she was rescued.

Assign

Tuesday

10:20-10:50
Science

RM

NE SS# 76
#20 The job required a
consultant. Modeled words, 2syllable words, mixed words

Wednesday

WEEK OF: December 10, 2018
Core Connections
Spelling

Assign

Monday

Period
Subject
Grade(s)
NE SS# 75

modeled words, mixed words
vocab: fear

CC: hood: a covering for her
head and neck

Activity
Assign

Friday

Objective

Assign

stories: Bertha Tests the Water
skills: vocabulary sentences
special project
NE SS# 79
Lawyers with talent normally
final e words: fine, note, made
succeed. Modeled words, mixed We saw these goats eat weeds.
words
Spelling review

using the addition algorithm part
2

vocab: poison story background:
CC: special: really great
Learning About an Achilles Heel

65-1
spring and summer p. 250

subtracting 1 facts
fact assessment 1, wrap ups
subtracting 1

